
Figure 9: Aggregate GDP Growth (Index Number) and Its Composition, 1947-2020
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Notes: Panel A shows the time series of aggregate GDP measured as an Index number, compared to aggregate GDP measured in
units of aggregate investment, both are measured in logs (normalized to zero in 1947); panel B shows counterfactual evolutions of ag-
gregate GDP for three cases: (1) only technological change among investment producers (“Investment-specific”), (2) only technological
change in intermediates, both at intermediates producers and from intermediates bundling technical change (“Intermediates-specific”),
and (3) only technological change among consumption producers (“Consumption-specific”).
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t ), need be constant; constant aggregate growth in the GDP index would require the additional

assumption that the Hulten’s Theorem term also grows at a constant rate. As highlighted by expression (29),

Hulten’s Theorem does not hold in our model because aggregate capital and aggregate GDP can potentially

grow at different rates. This is likely because the production of aggregate capital uses inputs from a different

mix of sectors than aggregate GDP and aggregate capital growth is impacted by intermediates-bundling

technical change, which is not present in the Hulten’s Theorem term.

Given this more empirically consistent expression for aggregate GDP growth, we now revisit our de-

composition of aggregate growth in Figure 7 and Table 4. We do so under the additional assumption that

the change in the rental rate of capital is zero, which is empirically consistent with the U.S. experience

over a long horizon (see for example Jones, 2016). We also update our definitions of investment-specific

technical change and intermediates-specific technical change by scaling aggregate TFP growth (with only

technical change in investment or intermediates) as in equation (29) and by adding in the relevant compo-

nent of the Hulten’s Theorem term (weighted TFP growth in sectors producing either investment or inter-
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